
A Quick Guide to the Constellations in January...

1) Around 9pm look south and identify the 
constellation of Orion the Hunter. It’s fairly 
easy to spot as it has three similar brightness 
stars in a line which form the hunter’s  belt.

2) Now identify the two bright stars above the belt and the two below it. The one in 
the lower left corner is the dimmest. Use the length of the belt as a guide to make 
sure you are in the right areas.



3) If you’ve managed steps 1 and 2, well done - you’ve identified the main pattern of 
Orion the Hunter. 

Now we can use Orion to find other stars and constellations. 



4) Extend the line of Orion’s belt up and to the right. Keep going until you arrive at a 
bright orange coloured star. 

5) Look closely at this 
star and see whether you 
can spot the sideways 
v-pattern of fainter stars 
next to it. 

This is a star cluster 
called the Hyades.



6) The Hyades is supposed to represent the head of Taurus the Bull with the bright 
orange star (called Aldebaran) one of the bull’s eyes. The tip of the ‘V’ is the bull’s 
nose. If you extend the arms of the ‘V’ away from the tip, they eventually point to two 
stars which represent the tips of the bull’s horns. 

7) The mythological depiction of Taurus is supposed to be of a bull swimming in the 
sea; all you should see are the creature’s head, horns and upper torso. Its shoulder 
is represented by the small cluster of stars above and right of the Hyades. These are 
known as the Seven Sisters or to give them their proper name, the Pleiades.  



8) Another way to identify the Pleiades is to use Orion’s belt as a pointer. Extend the 
line it makes up and right, through Aldebaran and keep going, bending down slightly 
as you go. 



9) We can use Orion’s belt in the other direction too. Extend the line it makes down 
and left until you arrive at a really bright star. This is Sirius the ‘Dog Star’, so called 
because it’s the brightest star in the constellation of Canis Major the Great Dog. 



10) Sirius is the brightest star in the night sky and that makes it particularly easy to 
identify. Unfortunately Canis Major takes a bit of imagination. The trick is to realise 
the dog is running up the sky towards his master, Orion the Hunter. It doesn’t help 
that it’s a low constellation as seen from the UK and some of its fainter stars get lost 
in the low horizon murk. The next brightest star immediately to the right of Sirius 
represents the end of one of the dog’s front legs. Don’t worry if you can’t figure the 
pattern out in the real sky.



11) The star in the upper right left hand corner of Orion’s main pattern is called  
Betelgeuse. Like Aldebaran in Taurus, it too has an orange hue to it. Imagine a line 
joining Betelgeuse to Sirius as shown below...



12) Now imagine this line to be one side of an equilateral triangle. The other vertice 
is marked by another bright star called Procyon. This is the brightest star in Canis 
Minor the Little Dog. The large triangle we’ve formed from Betelgeuse, Sirius and 
Procyon is an asterism called the Winter Triangle. 

Not all constellations are created equal. While Canis Major does somewhat resem-
ble a dog running up the sky, Canis Minor is basically a short line! 


